
Gosselies, Belgium – August 6th, 2020:

OncoDNA (“OncoDNA or “the Company”), the healthcare technology company making precision medicine a reality, 

today announces the extension of its Clinical Decision Support (‘CDS’) Challenge, a worldwide contest that aims to 

raise funds for DiCE (Digestive Cancer Europe) while challenging biologists’ expertise. Given the enthusiasm and 

support of participants, OncoDNA has decided to further prolong its support to DiCE and keep the contest open 

for participation until ESMO Virtual Congress that is to take place on 19-21 September 2020.

Through the Clinical Decision Support challenge, OncoDNA will give oncogenomics data interpretation experts 

the opportunity to challenge themselves by solving three patient cases in the shortest time. But as every wrong 

answer will add malus points, players should be very focused when solving patient cases. Who will be the best 

oncogenomics expert at the end of the challenge?

Who can play? 

Is interpreting oncogenomics data to provide the patient with a personalized treatment part of your daily job? 

Then, you are the one who should be able to take up this challenge.

How to play? 

Do you want to take part in the CDS Challenge? Nothing easier, visit www.cds-challenge.com,  register 

yourself and start the challenge. To complete the challenge, you will be asked to classify variants based on their 

therapeutical impact and to provide the oncologist with the right treatment options. If you are the best, it should 

take only a few minutes.
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Digestive Cancers Europe (DiCE) is the European umbrella organisation of a large group of national Members 

representing patients with digestive cancer – colorectal, gastric, pancreatic and rare cancers. Our mission is to 

contribute to early diagnosis and decreased mortality from digestive cancers and to increase overall survival and 

quality of life. DiCE was established in 2018 by Jolanta Gore-Booth, Stefan Gijssels, and Prof. Dr. Eric Van Cutsem. 

It grew from EuropaColon that was founded in 2005 by Jolanta Gore-Booth. In Europe, around 800,000 citizens get 

diagnosed with a digestive cancer every year, and 500,000 of them die. The facts demonstrate that a significant 

part of these deaths are avoidable.

The use of best practices can save a lot of lives. Unfortunately, there is not one country in Europe where best 

practices are applied systematically. We want best practices to be applied everywhere so that citizens across 

Europe can gain access to the best high-quality cancer care.

For more information please visit: www.digestivecancers.eu

OncoDNA is a private, oncology-focused healthcare technology company that combines advanced, comprehensive 

testing of all clinically relevant cancer biomarkers (DNA, RNA and protein profiles) from both solid and liquid 

biopsies, using a proprietary cancer treatment knowledge database called OncoKDO™. The database ‘learns’ 

continuously from cutting-edge, validated scientific and medical advances. This one-stop-shop analysis and 

interpretation service gives oncologists actionable results to enable the selection of treatments tailored to an 

individual patient’s cancer profile. Worldwide, we provide laboratories that have NGS facilities and that would 

like to reach the same level of expertise with state-of-the-art interpretation software to improve their oncology-

oriented routine analyses. The software OncoKDM is a web-based tool that processes oncology raw data from 

NGS and uses them to give clinical insight into treatment options or clinical trial participation. OncoDNA also works 

in collaboration with the biopharma industry to develop and deliver the treatments of tomorrow, by assisting 

with the design, enrolment in and assessment of clinical trials as well as increasing access to approved precision 

medicines. The company is based in Gosselies, Belgium, and employs 55 staff members in five countries.

For more information please visit: www.oncodna.com.
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